FIVE REFLECTIONS ON JOY

INTRODUCTION
By Greg Hewson
Tearfund Australia
Head of Communications + Education

Despite the challenges, disruptions, grief and
despair of this year, how can we remember and
reconnect with the true meaning of God’s joy this
Christmas?
The Christmas story is a story of joy in the midst
of chaos, disruption, despair and upheaval. Born in
a cow shed, during a time of political and religious
turmoil, the birth of Jesus was met with songs of
joy by those who were hungry and thirsty for the
peace that can only come from God. As the
angels so powerfully proclaimed, ‘Glory to God in
the highest heaven, and on earth peace among
those who he favours.' (Luke 2:14)
For the most part we have so sanitised and
commercialised Christmas that any link to the
original context is too often limited to a nativity
scene in a shopping centre courtyard.
Yet this year, as we in Australia have come face to
face with all the challenges the COVID-19
pandemic has thrown at us, the disruptive
message
of Christmas is perhaps more timely and
‘real’ than ever.
The disruption gave hope and courage to Mary to
declare:
'My soul magnifies the Lord, and my spirit rejoices
in God my Saviour; For he has looked with favour
on the lowliness of his servant.' (Luke 1:46-47)

'My soul magnifies the Lord, and my
spirit rejoices in God my Saviour.'
Luke 1:46

The invitation for us this year is to read anew
the story of Christmas and allow the words to
settle deep into our souls; challenging, nurturing
and renewing us to draw closer to this our
foundational story - that in the midst of the
disruption and messiness of the world, God
entered into humanity, in the form of a
vulnerable child.
As we sing ‘Joy to the World’, the challenge for
us today is to reflect upon whether in the midst
of this time of disruption, we can find a way to
reconnect with the coming of Christ as a time
of deep joy, one that has profound implications
for how we live today.
We hope you enjoy these five reflections based
on different themes of joy as we travel towards
Christmas.

1. JOY IN OUR
WORLD
By Reverend Kennedy Dhanabalan
Executive Director of
Tearfund Australia's partner
Serve in Afghanistan

2000 years ago, when the angels appeared to the
shepherds and told them about the coming of
Jesus that would cause great joy (Luke 2: 10, 11),
this was good news for all the world.
His coming into this world was anticipated to bring
justice to the nations (Isaiah 42: 1, 3 & 4) and joy
to those who were facing injustice. This joy was
also found amongst marginalised communities as
they anticipated the Messiah to lift them up as
reflected in Mary’s song (Luke 1: 52, 53) and in the
story of Samaritan woman (John 4:4-26). It was
also found among the poor, considered as the
least and the lowest, when they realised this
meant receiving dignity and being called the
“inheritors of the kingdom” (Luke 6: 20).

The angel said to them, "Do not be afraid.
I bring you good news that will cause
great joy for all the people."
Luke 2:10
Serve strives to help the poor and the
marginalised in Afghanistan – like women and
tribal communities – to have the resources
needed for a better quality of life, to receive
their entitlements and to restore dignity. We do
this through community Self-Help Groups,
income generation activities and raising up
community leaders to champion change for
their community.

Afghanistan, where I work as the Executive
Director for Tearfund Australia’s partner Serve,
has the highest Infant Mortality Rate in the world.
It’s Maternal Mortality Rate is also high, coming in
at the 28th highest in the world. Serve works with
pregnant women and infant children to improve
their quality of life.

When people are empowered and equipped to
bring about their own transformation, this
brings joy in their life, like it was assured to the
shepherds who heard the good news first. Like
the elderly widow in Shakar Dara who
expressed her joy to Serve staff that now, she
was able to survive after receiving a cow and
some chickens through our project, and that
finally, she was able to feel hope.

There is joy in our world, when we see the imagery
seen in Isaiah 65:20, where “No longer will babies
die when only a few days old. No longer will adults
die before they have lived a full life."

In Afghanistan, many people with disabilities
are marginalised due to cultural beliefs. Serve
helps to bring awareness to communities to
bring about change and inclusion.

We also provide educational opportunities for
visually impaired children and hearing impaired
children to complete their schooling and
university courses. The confidence and hope
brought in the lives of these children and their
families brings joy in our world.
When children speaking the minority language,
Pashai, struggled to cope with their studies,
Serve helped them by conducting preschooling classes in their own language to gain
confidence and to continue with their regular
school programs. The sense of achievement
and self-worth this instills in the children brings
joy in our world.
Serve also promotes environmentally friendly
agricultural practices and works towards water
conservation, provides solar lamps and
promotes effective waste management. This
resonates with the liberation cry of the creation
(Romans 8: 21) and also brings joy in our world.
Let us join hands and give thanks that the
message of good news and joy shared all those
Christmases ago still stands true in our world
today. We see it in the work of people like the
staff at Serve, and through your support,
generosity and faithfulness.

Action:
PRAY WITH JOY
Read more about the incredible work of
Tearfund Australia’s partner Serve in
Afghanistan here:
https://www.tearfund.org.au/stories/not-givingup
Please pray for Serve and the communities
their staff are working alongside.
Pray specifically for:
The COVID-19 situation in Afghanistan.
The safety and security of Serve
Afghanistan staff who are involved in the
relief work.
Peace in the country.

"LET US JOIN HANDS AND
GIVE THANKS THAT THE
MESSAGE OF GOOD NEWS
AND JOY SHARED ALL
THOSE CHRISTMASES AGO
STILL STANDS TRUE IN
OUR WORLD TODAY."
– KENNEDY DHANABALAN

2. JOY IN OUR
COMMUNITY
By Angie Dowling
Tearfund Ambassador
+ Tearfund Group Leader

Social distancing! Self- isolation ! Quarantine!
Lockdown! Who would have thought that these
would have been the buzzwords of 2020 - but
they have!
Many of us have experienced grief, heartbreak,
anxiety and trauma of separation from our
loved ones, our families, our community and
from the everyday things that we have taken for
granted. Removed in one aspect, yet so closely
reconnected to the lives of thousands of others
for whom isolation from community is their
reality, I have come to rejoice in the awakening
this season has brought to my life.
InPhilippians, Paul speaks of joy, not from a
place of his current circumstances but from the
revelation that the incarnate Creator God had
given him the privilege of serving and bringing
good news to all of his image bearers wherever
he went. Christmas 2020 bears little hope for
many people in Australia and the wider world
as people grapple with personal loss, financial
stress and fear of the future.
So why do I come to rejoice? The Christmas
story of the Creator God coming to earth has
always intrigued me. He didn’t enter our space
as a superhero, but as a vulnerable baby
depending on humans to care for him until he
was at a stage where he could grapple with the
complexities of life.

Rejoice in the Lord always and
again I say rejoice!
- Philippians 4:4
God knew of Mary and Joseph’s frailty, their
propensity for failure (they lost Jesus once!),
and their poverty status, but the God of all
knowing still entrusted humanity to care for his
precious baby son!
So many times as Christians we are told to trust
God - but what about the reverse? God, the
God of the entire universe, trusts us! And it is
from this perspective that I have joy. What a
profound privilege it is to know that the Creator
God through the presence of his Holy Spirit
trusts me to partner with him to bring healing
and hope to our community.
As I look around my neighbourhood, I see those
who are lonely, marginalised, weary and
exhausted, not just from not just the effects of
COVID-19, but also from decades of systematic
and political failures. I count it as sheer joy
that I, as equally broken, frail and weary,
have been entrusted by God, as Mary and
Joseph were, to be part of the scaffolding
for my community until they, too, can
find their footing in this complex world
that we live in.

I imagine Mary and Joseph’s attentiveness to
the needs of their newborn son in the provision
of nutrition and shelter, lavishing him with
encouragement for every little smile and new
movement, and acting on the wisdom they
were given in order to protect their son.
This imagining fills my heart with joy that I can
bring alive the good news story through
practical, personal and tangible ways that can
help change the circumstances of life to who
also bear the image of Jesus.
This Christmas let us all rejoice in not just the
gift of Jesus Christ, but the giver he has blessed
us all to be!

Action:
SHARE JOY
Can you think of someone in your community
who is on the margins, or doing it extra tough?
Reach out to them this Christmas with a simple
act of love, whether it is delivering a homemade
meal, offering to do some gardening or just
reaching out with a phone call to see how they
are going.
Share this idea with your small group, family or
friends and together, encourage each other to
share God’s love with those who need it this
Christmas.

3. JOY IN THE
EVERYDAY
By Joel McKerrow
Poet, writer, educator +
Tearfund Artist Ambassador

There is a truth that the successful, great artist
knows –
That what others call ‘luck’ in the creative world
actually requires a great deal of preparedness.
To be so disciplined and primed that when
opportunity presents, they are able to run with
it. One thousand hours of practice to make
them ready for anything.
Take my American friend Brooke. She is a
highly respected photographer with a massive
following throughout the world, and she is one
of the hardest workers that I know. She does
not let up. She is successful because she is
constantly creating new imagery, working at her
craft and pushing herself. Everyday. Everyday.
There is a truth that the deeply joyful person
knows –
That joy is the same. Even at Christmas. She
must be worked at. Practised. She is not the
fleeting fancy of happiness, of a moment that
makes you smile. If joy is a fruit, then the
ground must be prepared, the seed planted,
the tree watered and looked after..until the juicy
apple arrives.
This to say that joy, like creative success, takes
cultivation. It takes someone willing to be
prepared and disciplined in the fostering of their
joy, that regardless of the season, they are able
to tap into the deeper source of life inside.

“Joy does not simply happen to us.
We have to choose joy and
keep choosing it every day.”
- Henri Nouwen
This year, life, for many of us, has been difficult.
There have been moments of happiness, but to
live somehow content in the everyday
throughout this time has felt sometimes
impossible. I have struggled. Over and over.
And yet, I know the times I have been able to
slow down and find joy in the present moment
of my everyday are the times that gave me the
gumption to keep going. But it was a choice.
Always a choice, to take a step back, in the
midst of the everyday, and no matter what
was happening, to find something to be
thankful about.
This the discipline of joy – it is the tuning of our
attention to the fingerprints of God in the
everyday realities of our lives. Training
ourselves to look again and look again and
look again, until we can find the light that is
hiding in the dark.
It is not easy. This re-habituation toward joy. I
fail, and I fail again.

But, let’s bring it back to the world of creativity
for a moment. For the other thing that all great
artists know is this – that they only became
great because they allowed themselves to first
be terrible. The stumbles are what made them.
Their failures are what taught them. They did
not give up.

Action:
CHOOSE JOY

It was in allowing themselves to not be very
good, that, over time, meant they could become
great. And even then, the best writers I know
start off every new project with a dismal first
draft, for they know it is the only way to come
into some final brilliant outcome.

You could write it in a notebook, or share it
around the dinner table with your family or
friends.

Friends, this Christmas, in the everyday realities
of our stumbling, bumbling lives, may we
choose joy.
May we look again and again until we find
where she is hiding in the very ordinary.
May we cultivate this kind of eyesight and may
it change our way of being in the world.

Every day in the lead up to Christmas, reflect on
one moment of joy you’ve experienced during
each day.

Acknowledge and give thanks for this precious
gift of God’s joy that can be found every day.

"THIS CHRISTMAS,
I WONDER IF LIKE ME,
YOU WILL ACCEPT THE GOSPEL
INTO YOUR HEART AGAIN,
AT A TIME WHEN THE
HEADLINES ARE FAR FROM
GOOD NEWS?"
-GERMAINE LEONG

4. JOY IN OUR
HEARTS
By Caroline Illingworth
Digital Communications
Coordinator,Tearfund Australia

My laptop screensaver is a beautiful picture by
a US artist called Morgan Harper Nichols. I love
the vibrant colours in it, the mustard, pink and
blue curves, amidst which are scrawled the
words: ‘No matter what happens, her heart is
lined with joy.'
It has been the reminder I have needed this
year.
When smoke engulfed our coast and summer
days were spent indoors.
When the GP called about my son’s test results
and spoke in worried tones.
When, the day after our kids’ school fete, our
city began shutting down.
It was the reminder I needed:
When we ran out of toilet paper and pasta and
stared at empty shop shelves.
When our two new puppies chewed up my
favourite shoes.
When we could no longer hug our friends.
It was the reminder I needed:
When stories from vulnerable communities
streamed in each day from Tearfund’s partners,
telling of those crushed by poverty and the
pandemic.

'No matter what happens,
her heart is lined with joy.'
- Morgan Harper Nichols
When many we knew began losing their jobs.
When we checked the numbers every day, and
our hopes waned as they rose.
It was the reminder I needed:
When we began schooling and working from
home and felt like we were drowning.
When we got tired of hearing "We’re in this
together".
When we said “You’re on mute” for the
thirteenth time.
It was the reminder I needed:
When I sat in the deserted prayer room at the
Children’s Hospital, waiting for my son to come
out of an operation.
When we went into lockdown again in
Melbourne, and stayed there for weeks and
weeks.
When we walked the streets with half our faces
covered over.

It was the reminder I still needed:
When we sang Happy Birthday on our family
Zoom.
When I watched a funny TV show with my kids,
cuddled on the couch, with all the time in the
world.
When I walked in nature, heard the laugh of a
friend, felt the warmth of a fire, and finally,
finally, tasted the sweetness of freedom.
It is the reminder that I need this Christmas, as
the scars of this year are still fresh.
It is the reminder that I always need, that we
always need.
This joy is always with us. God is always with us.
He came to us in the gift of a tiny baby, and he
stays with us, like a mother waiting for her child
in an empty prayer room at a hospital. God –
and the deep lining of joy his presence brings –
is there, in the midst of the world’s despair,
grief, sorrow and beauty.
This Christmas, no matter what the season
brings, may your heart be lined with God’s joy.

Action:
GIVE JOY
Caroline and her family love to share gifts from
Tearfund’s Useful Gifts Catalogue with their
friends and family at Christmas!
You can do the same! Buy a Useful Gift and
bring God’s joy to the world at a time when we
need it most.
Choose from life-giving gifts like Good Food,
Safe Water and Healthy Mums and Babies.
Shop online www.usefulgifts.org or call us on
1800 244 986

5. JOY IN JESUS
By Germaine Leong
Tearfund Australia Ambassador

As this year has revealed, our world is ever
more gripped by devastation and desperate for
good news.
I decided to serve as an Alpha Course host just
over one year ago because I wanted to share
the hope I found in Jesus.
When Alpha moved online due to the
pandemic, I wondered how people would
engage in a time of such global upheaval.
Despite my apprehension, people from all
backgrounds, beliefs and creeds congregated
for what became a community where, week by
week, the gospel was shared.
I had the privilege of witnessing some of our
guests place their hope and trust in Jesus. By
God’s grace, I too was reacquainted with the joy
of the gospel.
The joy of receiving the person of Jesus who,
being God divine, stepped into humanity, was
born and walked among us and offered himself
as a sacrifice for our rebellion.
This act of God is by far the best good news
and more relevant to us today than ever. To me,
Christmas announces the most joyous headline
of all - Christ placing me as a recipient within
God’ gracious, redemptive plan.

Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign:
The virgin will conceive and give birth
to a son, and will call him Immanuel.
–Isaiah 7:14
The prophet Jeremiah spoke of such a time
when God Himself would put the law within
people and write it on their hearts (Jeremiah 31:
33).
Here, God would offer the antidote for the
human condition: Jesus. He emancipates us
from the curse of sin; He is the fulfilment of
God’s perfect justice and love, intersecting the
rebellion deep within all human hearts. We did
not deserve such a salvation.
This was an overt divine rescue operation that
could only be conceived in the mind of God and
enacted by God. He has done this for you and I.
This Christmas, I wonder if like me, you will
accept the gospel into your heart again, at
a time when the headlines are far from
good news?

Will God’s radical gift of grace provoke you
to hear the gospel afresh in the midst of a
world in turmoil?
Will you receive the gospel gift that
intersects all the suffering that our world
holds?
In receiving Jesus alone, we have joy, for
indeed he is with us.

Action:
REDISCOVER
JOY
Be reacquainted with the joy of the gospel.
Make a commitment to read the bible
every day in the lead up to Christmas.
You can create your own reading plan base
on a book of the bible, like Mark or Luke, or
follow along with an existing one.
See some examples here:
https://www.bible.com/en-GB/readingplans/13255

OUR STORY
Tearfund is a Christian agency working for a just and compassionate world.
Partnership is at the core of how we work: whether it’s with locally-based Christian
agencies around the world, or Australian Christians seeking to make biblicallyshaped responses to poverty and injustice.
Following Jesus, we go where the need is greatest. Our work is an expression of
God’s love for all people, and we prioritise supporting partners who work alongside
people most impacted by poverty and marginalisation.
We’re focused on the root causes of poverty, and committed to long-term
transformation. We believe the most effective way to reach this is through
community-led development initiatives.
If you’d like to find out more about Tearfund Australia and our work visit:
www.tearfund.org.au
You can also check out Tearfund Useful Gifts for awesome life-giving Christmas
gifts including safe water, early learning and chicken + eggs!
Shop online www.usefulgifts.org or call us on 1800 244 986.

